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July is….UV Safety
Month!
With all the warm and sunny days in the summer, you are
probably outside a lot and do not realize how much you are exposing
yourself to the sun’s rays, also called ultraviolet or UV rays. You may
think that a nice tan is very healthy, but actually a tan is the result of the
UV rays damaging your unprotected skin. This may lead to:
x Wrinkles
x Skin spots
x Skin cancer
x Eye damage
Risk factors that make you more susceptible to the sun are:
x Skin that burns, freckles,
x Lighter natural skin color
reddens easily, or becomes
x Family history of skin cancer
painful in the sun
x Personal history of skin cancer
x
Blue or green eyes
x Outdoor workers
x Blond or red hair
x A history of blistering
x Certain types of/ or large
sunburns early in life
number of moles
Sun exposure is the largest factor to developing skin cancer. The
most serious form of skin cancer is called melanoma, which leads to
several thousand deaths each year. Most forms of skin cancer can be
cured, but the best way to prevent skin cancer is to stay out of the sun or
follow protective measures if you need to be in the sun.
The following safety measures are always encouraged:
x Wear sunglasses
x Generously apply sunscreen and lip balm with an SPF of 15 or higher
and UVA and UVB protection
x Wear a hat
x Take a break in the shade between 10 AM and 4 PM
x Avoid tanning beds
For more information, visit www.skincancerprevention.org
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IFR Fix: Busting beneath the shelf
Sometimes it’s unavoidable: If you want to get where you’re going, you must file IFR. At
other times, it’s a choice between convenience (VFR) and certainty (IFR).
Then how will you play it? One tactic is to file and cancel IFR if the weather holds up. But
often it’s more convenient to just launch visually, and file in the air if necessary.
“If necessary” had proven unnecessary for a Cirrus SR22 cruising beneath 3,500-foot to
4,000-foot ceilings on an outbound IFR flight plan. So for the return flight later in the day,
the pilot opted to proceed under VFR. In either case, the flight would likely be restricted below 3,000 feet
because of the presence of an overhanging shelf of Class B airspace, the pilot theorized. Below the bravo
airspace, there was an area of Class D airspace, but air traffic control had just cleared the flight through, at
or above 2,500 feet.
A little tight. But with the pilot’s observation of ceilings along the partly overwater, partly overland route
providing a precious pirep, could there be a cost for the convenience?
Only if something goes wrong.
Certainly, if two things go wrong.
“As I reached land the ceiling descended to just about 2,700 or 2,800 feet, so I descended to 2,500 feet but
that still put me through the base of the clouds,” the pilot said in an Aviation Safety Reporting System filing
that might cause other instrument pilots to examine the foundation of their “to file or not to file” decision
making.
“Then ATC warned me about traffic ahead on a missed [approach] and suddenly I found myself trapped in
and out of the clouds, unable to descend without busting the Delta airspace.”
Clouds prevented the VFR flight from spotting the traffic, “which was being called out by the traffic warning
system as straight ahead.” Turning away brought the flight into the clear at the expense of a Class D
airspace incursion, the pilot lamented in the ASRS submission, adding that it would have been better to
monitor the ATIS broadcast over the ocean and ask for a clearance “when it was clear that I could not
maintain VFR minimums.”
The experience also overhauled the pilot’s notions about risk management for a flight with tight constraints
that could face changeable weather.
“Next time I will get the clearance first and cancel if the weather accommodates,” the pilot wrote.
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Training Tip: Fast and furious

Thunderstorms didn’t get their fearsome reputation just from the
extreme conditions a pilot can encounter by stumbling into, or
too close to one. The reputation also hints at the speed at which
thunderstorms can grow from puffy cumulus clouds into giant,
opaque cumulonimbus.
That speed of growth is important because it helps you set a
freshness date on your weather briefing and periodic updates.
Since it doesn’t take long for convective conditions to develop,
any conditions conducive to convection in your flight’s weather
profile deserve constant monitoring.
Even if thunderstorms are not specifically mentioned in your
briefing, indicators—high dew points, an unstable atmosphere,
an approaching front—should put you on alert. If you will depart in a hazy, stable air mass with reduced visibility and
fly toward an advancing front, be wary of embedded weather hazards.
Just before heading out, give weather radar a final glance on a computer terminal; animating the display will show
you the speed, direction, and intensity of areas of precip. Not available? Then make sure you can read and decode a
radar weather report. There is an example on page 12-10 of the Pilots Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge.
Once airborne, remember that a squall line can develop ahead of an advancing front—also with little warning. Note
the navaids that transmit hazardous in-flight weather advisory service broadcasts; a HIWAS broadcast may be your
first clue that conditions are changing for the worse.
One of the many benefits of receiving flight following services from ATC is hearing any announcement that a
convective sigmet has been issued. Follow up with HIWAS, or give flight watch a call.
Perilous is any decision to land in haste at an airport in the path of an approaching storm. If you win the race to the
airport, a gust front—or worse, a microburst—could still beat you to the punch.
“The wind's downward movement is part of the danger when an aircraft flies into a microburst. But, the biggest
danger is a sudden shift in wind direction,” wrote meteorologist Jack Williams in this installment of “The Weather
Never Sleeps” in Flight Training magazine.
In any scenario involving thunderstorms, safety requires putting as much distance as possible between you and the
rough stuff. Some pilots try to shave that margin. That’s a losing bet.
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The Official Safety Newsletter of
the Civil Air Patrol-July 2013
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The Safety Team announced that they
are preparing an updated user-friendly
training program for education and
safety. More information will be released
on this program in the near future.
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